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Abstract. V-raf murine sarcoma viral oncogene homolog B1 
(BRAF) is a significant member of the MAPK pathway,  
the point mutation (V600E) of which is a common genetic 
event in papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC). Investigators 
showed that the variations in BRAF expression levels were 
independent of the V600E mutation. These variations were 
involved in the pathogenesis of thyroid carcinomas. This study 
evaluated the feasibility of BRAF, proliferating cell nuclear 
antigen (PCNA) and hMSH2 as markers for the prediction 
of the metastatic potential of PTC. Using immunohistochem-
istry, the expression of BRAF, PCNA and hMSH2 proteins 
was studied in 70 PTC and 29 nodular goiter (NG) tissues. 
The results indicated that i) the positive rate of BRAF, PCNA 
and hMSH2 expression in PTCs was significantly higher than 
that in NGs (P=0.000, P=0.000 and P=0.003, respectively), 
ii) the positive rate of BRAF expression in the lymph node 
metastasis (LNM) group was significantly higher than that 
in the non-LNM group (P=0.019), iii) the age at diagnosis of 
PTC patients with LNM was significantly older compared 
to that without LNM (P=0.021) and iv) the positive rate of 
BRAF expression significantly correlated with that of PCNA 
and hMSH2 expression (P=0.000 and P=0.019, respectively). 
In conclusion, BRAF, PCNA and hMSH2 overexpression 
appeared to be molecular events of PTC carcinogenesis. Older 
patients with BRAF overexpression appear to be a high-risk 
group for PTC metastasis. Detection of BRAF expression is 
likely to aid in the prediction of the metastatic potential of 
the carcinoma.

Introduction

Papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC) is the most prominent 
malignancy of the thyroid gland, accounting for more 
than 80% of all thyroid cancers. The majority of PTC patients 
have a favorable prognosis with the appropriate treatment, 
but a poor prognosis, such as recurrence, metastasis or even 
death, is noted in other patients. Once metastasis occurs, 
the therapeutic effect of PTC shows a marked decrease. 
Therefore, agents are required to predict the metastatic 
potential of the carcinoma. Such agents may be utilized as 
clinical guidance for the further treatment and post-operative 
management of patients. It was reported that PTC exhibiting 
infiltration of adjacent tissues was likely to recur and lead to 
a poor prognosis (1). These malignant biological behaviors 
result from aberrant genetic alterations and protein expres-
sion in cancer cells. Thus, advanced understanding of the 
molecular events associated with PTC pathogenesis may 
lead to the confirmation of more effective PTC prognostic 
markers, which would aid in the prediction of the metastatic 
potential of the carcinoma.

V-raf murine sarcoma viral oncogene homolog B1 
(BRAF) gene encodes a serine/threonine protein kinase, 
BRAF protein, as a key member of the RAS/RAF/MEK/
ERK/MAPK pathway (2). Previous studies showed that 
the BRAF mutation (V600E) played a role in the molecular 
carcinogenesis of PTC by aberrant activation of the MAPK 
pathway (3,4), whereas the association of BRAF mutation with 
prognosis of the metastatic potential was controversial (5-8). 
Certain studies showed that the variations of BRAF protein 
expression levels were independent of the V600E mutation 
in thyroid carcinomas and the carcinomas were induced by 
mutation or protein overexpression of the gene, respectively. 
(9) To the best of our knowledge, little information is available 
on BRAF expression with regard to the metastatic potential 
of PTC. Unrestrained cell proliferation is a fundamental 
biological behavior of carcinomas, which may be regarded as 
a prognostic marker. Proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) 
was originally identified as a protein expressing in the nuclei 
during the DNA synthesis phase and is deemed to be a marker 
for cell proliferation (10). The overexpression of PCNA was 
observed in various malignant carcinomas, since carcinomas 
always exhibit uncontrolled proliferation (11,12). Cvejic et al 
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reported that PCNA expression was significantly up-regulated 
according to the increasing malignancy of thyroid carcinomas 
(13). The association of the proliferation status with the meta-
static potential of PTC required investigation.

The mismatch repair (MMR) system is primarily respon-
sible for correcting DNA base-base mismatches and base 
insertion/deletion error during DNA replication, thereby 
preventing mutagenesis and maintaining genomic stability 
(14). The expression of MMR genes generally maintains a 
high level in labile or cancer cells that exhibit unrestrained 
proliferation due to the increasing rate of base mismatching 
during the replication process of cell proliferation. As stable 
cells, the thyroid cells are inactive with only minimal replica-
tive activity. Base-base mismatches in the cells rarely occur 
and the MMR gene expression often maintains a low level in 
normal thyroid cells. The hMSH2 gene is the first identified 
MMR gene. Deficiency of the hMSH2 gene results in the 
incidence of numerous carcinomas (15). On the other hand, 
the protein overexpression of the gene was detected in certain 
carcinomas (16). However, the function status and expression 
level of hMSH2 in PTC remains controversial.

In this study, the protein expression of BRAF, PCNA and 
hMSH2 in PTC, with and without lymph node metastasis was 
detected. Moreover, these agents served as novel markers in 
the prediction of the metastatic potential of PTC.

Materials and methods

Patients and tissue samples. A total of 70 PTC and 29 nodular 
goiter (NG) tissues were used in this study. The tissues were 
obtained from patients who underwent surgery between 
2006 and 2007 at certain hospitals in Dalian, China. Among 
the 70 PTC tissues, 21 cases presented with lymph node 

metastasis (LNM group) and 49 cases were without lymph 
node metastasis (non-LNM group); 12 male and 58 female 
cases with a mean ± SD age at diagnosis of 50.0±14.4 years 
(range 19-87). The formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissue 
sections were used following the approval of the Ethics 
Committee of Dalian Medical University, after informed 
consent was obtained from the patients, and the histological 
diagnoses of the samples were independently established 
according to the World Health Organization classification by 
two certified pathologists.

Immunohistochemistry. The specimens were fixed in 10% 
neutral-buffered formalin and embedded in serial 3-mm 
paraffin blocks. Sections (4-µm) were prepared for immu-
nohistochemistry (IHC). Monoclonal antibodies were used 
as follows: BRAF: F-7, 1:500 dilution (Santa Cruz); hMSH2: 
FE 11, 1:250 dilution (Zymed Lab Inc., San Francisco, CA, 
USA); and PCNA: PC10, 1:200 dilution (NeoMarkers). IHC 
was performed according to the manufacturer's instruc-
tions. Briefly, the slides were deparaffinized with xylene 
and rehydrated through graded ethanol to distilled water. 
Endogenous peroxidase was quenched in 3% H2O2. The 
sections were rinsed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), 
processed for antigen retrieval with 10 mM citrate buffer 
(pH 6.0) and allowed to cool naturally at room temperature. 
Then, 10% normal horse serum was used to block non-
specific binding. The sections were incubated with primary 
antibodies at 4˚C overnight, secondary antibodies at 37˚C 
for 30 min and streptavidin peroxidase at 37˚C for 30 min. 
The reaction was visualized using 3,3'-diaminobenzidine- 
tetrahydrochloride (DAB) as chromogen and was stopped 
by the addition of water after 5 min. The sections were 
counterstained with hematoxylin. Primary antibodies 

Figure 1. Immunohistochemical profiling of the positive expression of (A, B and C) BRAF, PCNA and hMSH2 protein in papillary thyroid carcinomas and 
(D, E and F) the negative expression in NGs. Magnification, x200. 
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were replaced by PBS in the negative control. The detailed 
protocol of IHC was performed as described by Li et al 
(16).

Assessment of staining and statistical data. The immuno-
reactivity of BRAF and hMSH2 was evaluated as: (-), <10% 
of parenchymal cells showed positive immunoreactivity; and 
(+), ≥10% showed positive immunoreactivity. The immunore-
activity of PCNA was evaluated as: (-), <20% of parenchymal 
cells showed positive immunoreactivity; and (+), ≥20% 

showed positive immunoreactivity. The staining results were 
independently evaluated by two investigators.

Statistical comparisons of data were performed by 
Student's t-test, Chi-square test and Spearman's correlation 
analysis on SPSS 13.0 software. P<0.05 was considered to be 
statistically significant.

Results

The immunoreactivity of BRAF was localized in the cytoplasm 
and those of PCNA and hMSH2 were localized in the nuclei 
(Fig. 1). Variations in the positive rates of BRAF, PCNA and 
hMSH2 expression between PTC and NG are shown in Table I. 
The positive rate of BRAF, PCNA and hMSH2 expression in 
PTCs was significantly higher than that in NGs (P=0.000, 
P=0.000 and P=0.003, respectively). The immunoreactions of 
BRAF, PCNA and hMSH2 were not detected in NGs.

The correlations of BRAF, hMSH2 and PCNA expression 
with the clinicopathological characteristics of the PTC patients 
are shown in Table II. The positive rate of BRAF expression in 
the LNM group was significantly higher compared to that in 
the non-LNM group (P=0.019). No correlation of hMSH2 and 
PCNA expression with the LNM status of the PTC patients 
was found.

The age at diagnosis of PTC patients with LNM 
(56.0±14.7 years) was found to be significantly older than that 

Table I. Variations in BRAF, PCNA and hMSH2 expression between PTC and NG.

 No. BRAF PCNA hMSH2
  ------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------
  + P-value + P-value + P-value

PTC, no. (%) 70 42 (60.0) 0.000 28 (40.0) 0.000 18 (25.7) 0.003
NG, no. (%) 29 0 (0.0) 0.000 0 (0.0) 0.000 0 (0.0) 0.003

BRAF, V-raf murine sarcoma viral oncogene homolog B1; PCNA, proliferating cell nuclear antigen; PTC, papillary thyroid carcinoma; 
NG, nodular goiter; +, positive expression.

Table II. Correlations of BRAF, PCNA and hMSH2 expression with the clinicopathological characteristics of PTC patients.

 BRAF PCNA hMSH2
 ----------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------
 No. + P-value + P-value + P-value

Age (no.) 70 24 NS 28 NS 18 NS
  Mean ± SD 50.0±14.4 51.4±16.1  48.3±18.3  51.4±16.9
Gender, no. (%)   NS  NS  NS
  Male 12   6 (50.0)    5 (41.7)    2 (16.7)
  Female 58 36 (62.1)  23 (39.7)  16 (27.6)
LNM, no. (%)   0.019  NS  NS
  Present 21 17 (81.0)  10 (47.6)    5 (23.8)
  Absent 49 25 (51.0)  18 (36.7)  13 (26.5)

BRAF, V-raf murine sarcoma viral oncogene homolog B1; PCNA, proliferating cell nuclear antigen; PTC, papillary thyroid carcinoma; 
LNM, lymph node metastasis; +, positive expression; NS, not significant (P>0.05).

Table III. Correlations of BRAF expression with hMSH2 and 
PCNA expression.

 PCNA hMSH2
 ----------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------
 + - P-value + - P-value

BRAF   0.000   0.019
  Positive 24 18  15 27
  Negative   4 24    3 25

BRAF, V-raf murine sarcoma viral oncogene homolog B1; 
PCNA, proliferating cell nuclear antigen; +, positive expression; 
-, negative expression.
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without LNM (47.4±13.7 years) (P=0.021). No correlation 
between the LNM status and gender of the PTC patients was 
noted.

Correlations of the BRAF expression with hMSH2 and 
PCNA expression is shown in Table III. The positive rate of 
BRAF expression significantly correlated with that of PCNA 
and hMSH2 expression (P=0.000 and P=0.019, respectively).

Discussion

PTC derives from the follicular epithelium and is the most 
common subtype of thyroid cancer. Although many PTC 
patients have favorable outcomes, a poor, or even fatal, prog-
nosis is noted in other patients. In general, elderly individuals 
often receive a worse prognosis. In our study, metastasis was 
correlated with age, indicating that metastasis was common in 
elderly patients.

Certain cancer cells that are able to survive the journey 
to another area of the body, metastasize. In other words, the 
potential for metastasis and prognosis of PTC patients, is 
determined by the biological behaviors of the carcinoma, the 
alterations of which rely on the variations of gene and dysfunc-
tion or the aberrant activation of vital proteins. Therefore, the 
aberrant expression of certain proteins may be a marker for 
malignant molecular events in cells, aiding in the prediction  
of biological behavior as a metastatic potential of PTC.

BRAF is a key activator of the MAPK pathway, which 
regulates cell survival, differentiation, apoptosis and prolif-
eration. BRAF protein expresses with various levels according 
to the type of tissue. In this study, the positive rate of BRAF 
expression in PTC was significantly higher than that in NG. 
Similarly, among the PTC tissues, the positive rate was signifi-
cantly higher in the LNM group than in the non-LNM group. 
Previous investigations suggested that the gene copy number 
gain involves one mechanism causing overexpression of the 
BRAF protein and is a new mechanism of BRAF activation 
in thyroid carcinomas (17). We hypothesize that the gene copy 
number gain occurs in the carcinogenesis of PTC, abnormally 
up-regulating the BRAF expression and deteriorating cell 
biological behaviors, leading to cell metastasis. It appears that 
the high level of BRAF expression was a particular phenotype 
feature of the metastatic potential in PTC. Furthermore, a 
method routinely used in numerous laboratories with simpler 
procedures than DNA mutation detection was used to identify 
the BRAF protein.

PCNA encodes an auxiliary protein of DNA poly-
merase δ. PCNA expression in the S phase of the cell cycle 
is used to evaluate the proliferative activity of cells, whereas 
normal thyroid cells rarely proliferate as stable cells; thus, 
the PCNA expression maintains a low level. Certain studies 
showed that PCNA expression levels varied according to the 
heterogeneity of thyroid carcinomas (13). Our data showed 
that PCNA expression was higher in PTCs compared to that 
of NGs and was concomitant with the BRAF protein in PTC. 
Consequently, PTC cells with BRAF overexpression expressed 
proliferation.

hMSH2, a member of the MMR system, is responsible 
for genomic stability. Normal thyroid cells have been found 
to maintain a low level of hMSH2 expression, which was 
higher in thyroid carcinomas. In our study, the expression of 

hMSH2 in PTC was markedly higher than that in NG and 
was concomitant with that of BRAF in PTC. Previous studies 
suggested that BRAF mutations were rarely attributable to 
the defection of hMSH2 in carcinomas (18). Nevertheless, as 
regards protein levels, an indirect relationship exists between 
BRAF and hMSH2. The correlation of BRAF to hMSH2 
expression is shown by the fact that BRAF expression was 
up-regulated to carry out its molecular functions and induce 
thyroid cells to proliferate excessively, followed by the up- 
regulation of hMSH2 expression in order to repair the 
increased mismatching errors during cell proliferation. 
Therefore, up-regulation of the hMSH2 expression may indi-
cate the increasing proliferative capacity of cells.

In conclusion, BRAF, PCNA and hMSH2 overexpression 
was a molecular event of PTC tumorigenesis. Elderly patients 
with BRAF overexpression are a high-risk group for PTC 
metastasis. Our data on BRAF, PCNA and hMSH2 expression 
showed that BRAF activated the MAPK downstream pathway 
independently, inducing the unrestrained proliferation of cells 
with the presence of PCNA overexpression and increasing 
mismatched errors indirectly during frequent cell prolifera-
tion with the presence of hMSH2 overexpression. Although 
the specific mechanism for these relationships has yet to be 
elucidated, the detection of BRAF expression may aid in the 
prediction of the metastatic potential of PTC.
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